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Abstract

The Fact is
I have tried to receive bachelor degree in physics (1st degree) during 24 years (1994-2018) and till now I'm just student in 2nd Course – Physics Department – Faculty of Physics and Mathematics - Peoples' Friendship University …. I write this report as

A Testimony Before The History

The Story
Thousands of obstacles I have found in the way… and till now! I write my story with hope someone will try to make the physics 1st degree graduation process more easy!
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1993-1994
I have passed my secondary school exam for 3rd time…. In Egypt you have to get high degrees in secondary school exam to study in Faculty of science which contains physics, mathematics, chemistry and other departments… 3 times I have passed the secondary school exam during 3 years (1992-1994) and couldn't get the required degrees for Faculty of science… so I had to study in Faculty of Commerce…but the physics is in my blood….!

1994-1997
During this period I have visited frequently Faculties of Science, in many universities in nonofficial way. I was a student in Faculty of Commerce – Ain shams university- Cairo- Egypt. But I have ignored my study and always visited Physics departments in my university and others… there I have many discussions with teachers and
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students… there's no way to find an official study… simply the chance is gone! But through the discussions… one professor gave me an advice.. he said .."Because you fond deeply in physics and electromagnetic why you don't use this knowledge in some work (workshop) to receive some money"...!! he said only this sentence but the idea became clear in my mind… I thought… "so I can use this money to study physics abroad" ……..

1997-1999
I had a workshop to repair the electromagnetic motors
I worked in this job for 2 years side by side with my visiting to Faculty of physics, during this period I had plan to study physics in Germany…
The work was continuous for 2 years… the received money was so little and I could only study a course in German language by all the money I have received from this project…. In 1999 I had to close the workshop because the new motors prices became very low and we couldn't repair any more motors…

1999-2000
I have studied a German language course to prepare myself to study PHYSICS in Germany… at the course end I request a test in German language (400 hours) but I couldn't pass it… this is my 1st time for this exam...(later I repeat it)
Through the course training and with some work in language teaching centers, I met a good girl, she was in 4th year in Faculty of languages (Alson) – English Department- and she wished to study German language…
I made agreement with her to create a translation agency, she was my first translator, her language was good and clear … also my German language enable me to translate some easy documents and through the work I had to find better translators to work for me…

2001-2006
During this period I opened my 1st office for translation agency (2001)...this one was failure spite of my great effort for success but in 2003 I opened my 2nd office for translation agency and this one was successful… I save a sum of money (16000 L.E) and tried to make progress in my German language to study PHYSICS in Germany (I requested German languages different tests, but couldn't pass any of them… my language certificate is issued for 600 hours only)
(I got a small sum of money = 8000 LE, from my father to support my travel)

During this period also I have to know English language perfectly because of my position as a translation agency owner… I have studied hardly and got great progress…English language specifically I have learnt from the English literature, specially by using the simplified text stories for different levels of school (in 2016 my Ielts test performs 7 for Reading… the overall is 6 =B2, but the reading sector is 7=C, that because I work as translator for documents)
2007-2008
In 2006 I saw an advertisement for study in Russia… and immediately requested an application…
At end I traveled to Russia- Nizhniy Novgorod University- there I have studied The Russian preparatory course… I know very well English and German but the physics is studied only in Russian language…
In 2008 I had spent all my money and couldn't complete the study, so I had to return to Egypt…

2008-2010
During this period I have opened another agency of translation.. Now I know 3 languages (English- German - Russian)
I worked hardly during this period and saved enough money (45000L.E)
And I tried to travel to Russia…. The university in Nizhniy Novgorod didn't answer my application… But Peoples' Friendship University of Russia- Moscow answered my application and accepted me to be a student in faculty of Physics and Mathematics

2010-2013
I have studied physics!!!
These 3 years, spite of thousands of problems I have faced which had no reasons and no end…. But I have studied physics…
I sat in a chair as any other student and listen the teacher explaining some theory!
The teacher explains in Russian, and I understood a little, but after the lecture I had chance to ask questions may even in English…
The physics – after all time- still has her own power… the human has no force to escape…. I'm completely captured!
Once my teacher Dr. Victor ilogesis gave me Feynman book "lectures in physics, basically in electromagnetism" he said I have to study this book because of my exam.. the book around 500 pages (English) and I read it in 10 days…in fact I reread many parts of this book later… I fond of Feynman and thanked deeply (even now) my teacher…in fact my teacher always tried to give me chance to learn physics but the difficulties give him no chance….
Also I had to study mathematics hardly during this period… in fact the mathematics is strong clearly in Russia… any student in physics department has to know perfectly mathematics, this is part of his obligatory course…Dr. Savchen is my teacher I asked him frequently and he sometimes explained the mathematics in English…
I have passed 1st year successfully and then passed 2nd year first semester and in second semester the problems which are found without no reasons in dormitory and then in the faculty become so great, so I couldn’t continue…. I had to return to Egypt in 2013….
3rd December 2012

On 3rd December 2012, there was expectation for strange phenomena among which three planets (Mercury-Venus – Saturn) will be perpendicular on the three pyramids heads in Egypt (as in this image). This event (as told) will be repeated again only after 2737 years!!

I found some obligation to study this phenomena to know if it's true or false… I have 2 reasons to do that

1- I'm Egyptian and if the ancient people suffered to teach us something from this phenomenon, we should learn it
2- There was no great interest in this phenomenon around the world, although it's very strange phenomenon.

I have started to study this phenomenon from 20th November 2012 and continued for long time to examine the truth beyond this image…

2013 till Now November 2018

I- The Physics Study

I can't find any astrophysical basics for this phenomenon in our modern science… Even no any explanation or studies are found concerned this phenomenon…

I thought because I'm just 2nd course student – Physics Department – that may be the reason why I couldn't find basics in the modern science… so I have to study perfectly the solar group geometry and after I understand it correctly I will search for the basics of this phenomenon in the solar group geometry (this is my thought in this time)

During the period 2013-2018

I have studied the solar group Geometry from many books… especially Earth and Moon motions as well as the eclipse phenomena… Thousands of questions are left behind….!
This is the conclusion which any one will reach if reads the solar group current theories…
The solar planets can't be created by random, so the big bang theory is unreal! The planet doesn't move by gravity….! The mass isn't the planet motion reason! Even the Earth moon trajectory (till now) no one can explain! We simply don't know where the moon will be tomorrow!
I don't want to discuss that here but I published tenths of papers concerning different questions in the solar group geometry

All my papers
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I have published hundreds of questions and puzzled data during 6 years …. Many people read my papers but I had no comments!!
This isn't clear for me… I ask the question but no one answer this question! if there's an answer Why they don't send it otherwise there's no answers for hundreds of questions!
I'm student and try to study the solar group and ask frequently questions, many people read my papers but no one answer…! is this logical?
No discussion I got with any one….
If someone send a comment, he will tell me that "you should stop publish your papers" as if to publish a paper this is an aggressive action!
I love the physics and try to understand why no one tried to help during all these 6 years?! ….Incredible…..!
Also my different accounts attacked by hackers and closed… for example, my twitter account, my researchgate account, my Qura account and many…..etc!!

II- The University Study
I had no work during this 6 years (spite of my international certificates and long time of experience…) from 2013 till now (November 2018)
So I had no money to complete my study in Russia … that's why I'm still 2nd course student – physics department….
The work problem is found by a great conspiracy I have suffered from it during previous 6 years (2013- and till now November 2018)
I have published the conspiracy story in a previous paper you can find here
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